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Exclusive Offer Enhancement

CERVO Mountain Boutique Resort, Zermatt:
Our two new signature spa suites represent both luxury
accommodation and a centre of natural energy
Now, around three years after the CERVO's opening, our two signature spa
suites represent a significant addition to the range of rooms we have on offer.
These generously proportioned suites overlook the wild, romantic Matter
Valley landscape and captivate with their luxurious appointments.
Even the location of the hotel is unusual. Located above Zermatt, directly on the
slopes, the CERVO has an unparalleled view of the Matterhorn and the village.
Only the extraordinary location can really top this. Situated on the ridge of a
mountain with an unobstructed panoramic view, the hotel has been extended
by the addition of a stone-built chalet. Since the 2012/2013 winter-season its
two signature spa suites have provided a happy haven far from the hustle and
bustle of life.
Exclusive materials and a unique location
Just ten minutes from the village you feel like you're in a natural belvedere:
nothing but nature all around and on the inside the cosy warmth and style
typical of CERVO. Natural materials and Alpine elegance dominate the signature
spa suites just as they do throughout the CERVO. The beds, hand crafted by
Hästens, accentuate the sense of cosy opulence. And this doesn't even include
the private terrace with its own outdoor whirlpool within the 60m2 well-being
room. A steam bath with rain shower, a fireplace and sofa niche round off the
accommodation.
The energy centre with hotel service
A narrow pathway, an attraction in its own right, leads from the CERVO
restaurant past the five chalets, which together make up the Mountain Boutique
Resort. The path continues on through lofty pines to another world. Nowhere
else is it possible to put such a distance between you and the fever of everyday
life just by taking such a short walk. Once you reach the summit the
breathtakingly monumental panorama opens out in front of you - including a
beautiful view of the majestic Matterhorn that simply defies description. High
above Zermatt and yet just a short walk from the village centre two suites have
come into being, whose natural exclusivity is pretty unbeatable.
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